
Shooter Tutor
Increase goal scoring by improving accuracy (Goal sold separately)
Acts as a substitute goalie when only one goalie or no goal tenders are present
Enhances the fun of the game through competitive play
Trains players to aim for four corners and the five-hole – the most difficult areas
for the goal tender to defend against
Portable: Rolls into bundles 3’ x 4” and weighs only 10 lbs.
Stores easily in car trunk or equipment bag
Installs and removes from net in seconds
Durable: Tested extensively at -30°F using a puck shooting machine with shots
fired up to 100mph 

Poly Practice Goalie
Durable shooting practice aid (Goal sold separately)
6’4” wide x 4’ tall x .500” thick
One square foot open spaces in four corners of the goal – the most difficult
areas for the goal tender to defend against
Optional five hole

Attack Triangle
Designed to challenge players by replicating the positioning of an opponents skates 
and stick
Forces players to develop puck movement skills, stickhandling ability and an 
understanding of passing lanes
By using instead of ordinary cones at practice, players naturally start working on 
more creative “moves”
Provides more interaction than cones during 
practice on ice 
Comes equipped with
mooring pins which 
virtually eliminate 
sliding

Skate Walkers
These fundamental skate aids keep the skater standing while learning 
balance on the ice.
Durable — lasting at least 10 years
Ad space available for sponsorship (extra cost)
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Rental Skates by Jackson

Rental Figure Skate
Tan PU-coated leather upper
Multiple heavy-duty hooks
Quarter angle padding
Split leather lining
Reinforced upper
Texel sock liner
Heavy-duty felt-backed leather tongue
PTR synthetic insole inside heel
Molded PBC outsole
Chrome Mark III blade by MK, braised construction
Easy-to-read size ID on heel

Rental Hockey Skate
Athletica carries a full range of durable hockey rental skates
designed to withstand the abuse and demands of any rental
program.

Black vinyl stitched boot
Molded toe caps
Brass heel rivets
Large eyelets – no hooks
Size markings on heels
Junior child and adult sizes available

Athletica can provide your rink with various permanent and
portable skate storage solutions.  Just provide us with your
rental room dimensions and the number of skates to 
accommodate and we can design and recommend a system
for you.

Recycled Plastic
Powder Coated Steel
Portable
Permanent

Skate Dryer
from Advanced Racking Systems

Unique cool air drying and deodorizing system ensures 
maximum skate boot life
Can accommodate 280 pairs of skates in just 40 square feet
Quality all-steel frame construction
Industry-leading low voltage electrical and blower components
Customized stationary or mobile units available
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